2005 ford mustang alternator

The alternator on your Ford is an electrical generator that recharges the battery while the car is
on to power the ignition and electrical systems. When the alternator fails, the vehicle will shut
off because the ignition system ceases to obtain a sufficient amount of electrical current to
keep the engine running. But there could be another issue causing the problem you are
encountering. So instead of replacing the alternator before knowing if it's actually bad, try
diagnosing it with an electrical multimeter. Place the dial of the digital multimeter on the DC
volts setting; the alternator puts out electricity in direct current as opposed to alternating
current. Touch the negative lead of the multimeter on the negative terminal of the battery or to
any engine ground that you can find. A ground is simply a metal component on the car that is
used as an electrical pathway. The negative terminal will be indicated by a negative symbol, and
the cable leading to it will be black. Touch the positive lead of the multimeter to the nut holding
the electrical cable routed to the alternator. The cable is typically red and large in diameter and
is used to route the electricity generated in the alternator to the battery to recharge it. Read the
multimeter display. It should read at least If you read anything less than that, then there is an
issue with the alternator, and it may have to be replaced. Check the electrical connector
attached to the alternator and make sure that it is pushed into the alternator firmly. This
electrical connector provides electricity to the field windings in the alternator and is required for
it to work properly. There should be 12V at the connector; this can also be checked with the
multimeter. Place the black lead of the multimeter on the negative terminal of the battery. The
negative terminal will be marked with a negative symbol and will have a black cable attached to
it. Place the positive lead in the pin of the connector that supplies power to the alternator. There
will be three pins in the connector; the pin that you need to probe with the multimeter is the pin
with a red wire leading to it. Read the voltage on the multimeter. It should read 12V. If you are
getting 12 volts, and the alternator isn't putting out between If the connector you just checked
isn't putting out 12V, then the alternator is most likely good, and the issue lies in the electrical
wiring. Shayrgo Barazi is a college graduate with a degree in automotive engineering
technology B. He is a successful writer and has taken a college level technical writing course.
He has an intuition for technology and has the capacity to write, too. Step 1 Start the engine of
the Ford. Step 2 Open the hood and prop it up. Step 3 Place the dial of the digital multimeter on
the DC volts setting; the alternator puts out electricity in direct current as opposed to
alternating current. Step 4 Touch the negative lead of the multimeter on the negative terminal of
the battery or to any engine ground that you can find. Step 5 Touch the positive lead of the
multimeter to the nut holding the electrical cable routed to the alternator. Step 6 Read the
multimeter display. Step 7 Check the electrical connector attached to the alternator and make
sure that it is pushed into the alternator firmly. Step 8 Push down on the tab of the connector
and pull out. Step 9 Place the black lead of the multimeter on the negative terminal of the
battery. Step 10 Place the positive lead in the pin of the connector that supplies power to the
alternator. Rehkopf; If you don't have access to a multimeter or don't feel comfortable dealing
with electricity, remove the alternator from the Ford and take it to an auto parts store where they
can bench-test it for you. Watch your hands, while checking the alternator, because the engine
will be on. The alternator belt will be spinning at approximately RPMs and can easily injure you.
The radiator fans may also be on while checking the alternator or may turn on while working. To
avoid losing a limb, be cognizant of where your hands are at all times. Wear safety glasses to
protect your eyes from injury. I'm having a recurring nightmare with my charging system, and
after replacing two alternators and two batteries, I'm just about as happy as Dick Cheney. I
suspect it may be related to the overall electrical problems that have plagued this car Mustang
GT from jump street, many of which also marred my driving experience in my previous two
Mustangs and Why, you might ask, do I continue to buy the same problem? Short answer, other
than masochistic tendencies, is that I still love the 'Stang bang for the buck, and they actually
declared my a lemon because of these electrical issues and replaced it with that But since all
three models suffer from this issue, which in one case nearly caused what could have easily
been a fatal accident, isn't it time for a recall and some kind of customer compensation?
Whatever is wrong with this dingbat electrical system, it means everything from my dashboard
gauges to ragtop and window operation work intermittently, if at all, and this can mean not
being able to close up and lock the car, which is highly problematic, especially in high crime
areas. Sometimes the windows just open and close themselves. Nice to know, after giving my
car a name, that it's alive. But maybe I should've named it "Christine? Have never had a Ford.
So, alternator acts up I had too argue with them to check the system and they blew up my
battery. This repair cost over four hundred dollars, 2 days before a surgery, and I had no vehicle
while recovering from surgery and had too rely on family and friends for follow-up appt rides
and groceries Battery light came on at K. Replaced alternator and now have 14 volts showing
while car is running. Ok, driving down the road, everythings going fine. Oh wait! The radio

turned off! Oh, the lights and all turned off! Windows wouldn't roll down either, electric locks
could barely work. Stranded on the side of the road, had to have the car towed and then pay the
dealership to fix it! It was under warranty, but wasn't covered! It's been another 30k miles and I
guess this new alternator is going to die soon also If you have a for-profit service, contact us.
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